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Permutation-Based TCP and UDP Transmissions to
Improve Goodput and Latency in the

Internet-of-Things
Yuli Yang and Lajos Hanzo

Abstract—To circumvent the degraded goodput, high latency
and low resource utilisation efficiency of conventional transport-
layer protocols in the Internet of Things, a novel permutation-
based encapsulation scheme is proposed for seamless delivery of
packets to achieve high goodput and low latency. In this scheme,
extra application-layer data is delivered by our permutation-
based data unit (PBDU), which is mapped onto the permutation
associated with a legitimate tuple of various packet-lengths
in a group. Therefore, the network interface throughput is
substantially improved for a given number of resource units in
the physical channel. The optimal design of this encapsulation is
expressed in closed form to maximise the PBDU size, allowing us
to quantify the attainable improvements of goodput and latency.
In addition, the proposed scheme achieves higher physical-layer
throughput and secrecy rate than conventional encapsulation.

Index Terms—Goodput, latency, permutation-based data unit
(PBDU), transmission control protocol (TCP), user datagram
protocol (UDP).

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) has provided a powerful
platform for devices to interact with each other. Driven by an
extension of the IoT services to the so-called vertical domains
of agricultural, industrial, military and civilian applications,
the IoT infrastructure has to support high spectral efficiency
and energy efficiency in massive device-to-device (D2D) com-
munications, while also aiming for ultra-high reliability, low
latency and maximum security [1], [2].

Reliable D2D connectivity over wireless networks relies
on transport-layer protocols that operate above the network
interface through which devices are able to exchange their
information [3], [4]. The most popular protocols are the Trans-
mission Control Protocol (TCP) [5] and the User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) [6]. Both are defined by the Internet Engi-
neering Task Force (IETF) as standards, prescribing how to
establish and maintain a highly reliable communication link in
packet-switched networks. In liaison with the Internet protocol
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(IP) [7], the TCP or UDP determines how to encapsulate
application-layer data into packets for connection-oriented ses-
sions, which allows communications between arbitrary types
of devices.

In support of intelligent automation and networked robotics,
a gateway has to handle the connections of a large number of
devices, and there are a massive number of packets exchanged
between the gateways [8]. However, the payload of each
packet is very limited. For certain commands, the payload
only consists of a few bits indicating the ON/OFF status or
the UP/DOWN adjustment. Even so, the meta-data has to be
added for indicating which specific device is the destination
to execute these commands. As such, the meta-data size is
comparable to the payload size in short packets [9], [10].
Therefore, efficient utilisation of meta-data and smart packet
encapsulation need to be addressed.

A. Related Works

The physical-layer community has been encouraged by the
concept of permutation modulation to conceive the ideas of
spatial modulation [11], [12] and index modulation [13], [14],
where a part of information bits is not radiated physically with
the aid of classic modulation but mapped onto the activation
of physical-channel resource units, e.g., in space, frequency,
time or code domain [15].

Compared with conventional modulation schemes in the
physical layer, this concept reduces the number of channel
uses involved in the modulation and increases the channel
capacity [16], [17]. Hence, physical-layer permutation modu-
lation has been exploited in a wide range of applications, such
as cooperative communications [18], [19], visible light com-
munications [20], [21], millimetre-wave communications [22],
[23], reconfigurable intelligent surfaces [24], and molecular
communications [25], to increase their spectrum efficiency
and energy efficiency. Moreover, physical-layer security can
be enhanced by permutation modulation as well [26]–[28].

In [29], a novel transmission strategy was proposed to
increase the network interface throughput in ultra-reliable and
low-latency communications, by exploiting the permutation
philosophy at the transport layer.

B. Motivation and Novelty

With the permutation-based transmission strategy proposed
in [29], a part of application-layer data is conveyed through
the permutation associated with a predetermined tuple of
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various packet-lengths in a group of packets. As this part
of application-layer data is not directly encapsulated into
packets, the resource utilisation efficiency is increased through
reducing the physical channel uses required for the delivery of
a given amount of application-layer data. However, the con-
struction of various packet-lengths in [29] limits the potential
of permutation-based transmissions, where the optimal designs
pertaining to the maximum extra data encapsulated and the
maximum resource utilisation efficiency are two extremes,
creating an irreconcilable conflict of interest in the permutation
group.

In this work, we propose a novel construction of vari-
ous packet-lengths for the permutation group, to develop a
flexible design solving the conflict in the permutation-based
packet-encapsulation strategy. Specifically, our permutation-
based encapsulation takes over the virtues of physical-layer
permutation modulation and offers the following attractive
features.

1) Increased Goodput: As an application-layer metric,
goodput is utilised to quantify the amount of application-
layer data, in bits, delivered through a given network inter-
face, where the meta-data arising from control information
is excluded. With our proposed encapsulation strategy, extra
application-layer data are conveyed by the permutations rather
than being delivered through the conventional network inter-
face. Therefore, the goodput of the given network interface is
substantially improved.

2) Improved Resource Utilisation Efficiency: Since the
goodput is improved, the permutation-based transmission de-
livers more application-layer data through a given number of
conventional physical-channel resource units, thus increasing
the resource utilisation efficiency.

3) Reduced Latency and Pakcet-Dropping: In comparison
with conventional encapsulation, the proposed scheme reduces
the payload for delivering a certain amount of application-layer
data. Since the TCP or UDP packets are shortened through the
permutation-based encapsulation, both the TCP latency and the
UDP packet-dropping chance are reduced.

4) Enhanced Security against Data Tracing: If the mapping
pattern of the application-layer data conveyed by the permu-
tations is interpreted as a secret key in the legitimate link,
eavesdroppers are unable to successfully decode these data
since they have no knowledge on the secret key.

The novelties of our work are boldly and explicitly con-
trasted to the state-of-the-art in Table I at a glance.

C. Contributions
The main contribution of this paper are highlighted by the

following three aspects.
• Approach: To improve the tradeoff between goodput

gain and resource utilisation efficiency, a novel con-
struction of various packet-lengths in the permutation
group is proposed for the permutation-based encapsula-
tion at the transport layer, where a predetermined part
of application-layer data is not directly encapsulated into
packets but mapped onto the permutation associated with
a legitimate tuple of various packet-lengths in a group of
packets.

TABLE I
CONTRASTING THE NOVELTY OF THIS WORK TO THE LITERATURE.

Contributions This
Work

[11]–[25] [26]
[27]

[28]

Permutation Philosophy X X X X

Transport-Layer Encapsulation X X

Physical-Layer Modulation X X X X

Goodput X X

Latency X X

Physical-Layer Throughput X X X X

Security X X X

Flexible Design in IoT X X

Fig. 1. The TCP or UDP pseudo header carried in the IP header.

• Optimisation: To maximise the amount of application-
layer data conveyed by the permutations, the optimal
designs for both the number of packet-lengths and the
number of packets in the permutation group are obtained
in closed-form expressions, subject to the constraints on
window size and maximum packet-length.

• Evaluation: To verify the feasibility of the permutation-
based encapsulation advocated, its performance is for-
mulated and investigated in terms of its goodput, latency,
physical-layer throughput and secrecy rate for TCP and
UDP within the IoT. Moreover, an implementation of
our permutation-based encapsulation in the Internet of
vehicles is initiated for better illustrating its practical
application.

In detailing the above contributions, the remainder of this
paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the permutation-based
encapsulation strategy is proposed in Section II, where the
design is optimised and its resource utilisation efficiency is
analysed. Subsequently, Section III evaluates the performance
of permutation-based transmissions for both TCP and UDP
in the IoT, followed by Section IV providing our design
guidelines for practical IoT applications. In addition, Section
V introduces an implementation of the permutation-based
encapsulation in the Internet of vehicles. Finally, Section VI
concludes this paper and offers a range of future research
directions.

II. PERMUTATION-BASED ENCAPSULATION

In this section, the permutation-based encapsulation scheme
is proposed and its design is optimised.

A. System Model

In the IoT infrastructure, the IETF’s connection-oriented
TCP and UDP protocols constitute the foundations for the
transport layer to facilitate syntactic interoperability [2]. A
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TCP or UDP packet consists of a header and a data unit (DU).
The formatted meta-data is carried by the header to handle
the packet delivery and manage the flow control. As shown in
Fig. 1, Octets 11-12 in the TCP or UDP pseudo header carried
by the IP header specify the packet length in bytes, which is
equal to the header length plus the DU length [5], [6]. In
particular, this information field designates the DU length in
a TCP or UDP packet since the header length is fixed.

To maintain reliable delivery of packets, the so-called se-
quence number is included in the TCP header for identifying
the order of data bytes transmitted from each device within
the IoT [5]. In general, the UDP does not identify the order
of packets [6], since the packets are expected to arrive as a
continuous stream or they are dropped. However, in certain
applications of UDP, e.g., designed for ultra-reliable deliv-
ery [30], the packet indices are contrived for ordering packets
in potential retransmissions.

Given the DU length and the packet order, our permutation-
based encapsulation scheme is first introduced with the assist
of an instance in Table II and then formatted in a generalised
scenario.

For instance, if two conventional DUs are grouped for the
permutation of four DU lengths L0, L1, L2, and L3, there
are 42 = 16 permutations used to convey log2 16 = 4 bits of
extra application-layer data. We define the extra application-
layer data conveyed by the permutation as permutation-based
DU (PBDU). The 16 permutations in this instance, together
with their PBDUs, are illustrated in Table II.

In the generalised case, we consider N packets grouped for
the permutation of K lengths. These packets are denoted by
N various-size vectors s1, s2, · · · , sN , and the nth packet is
expressed as sn = [un,vn], where un and vn stand for the
header and the DU of Packet n, respectively, n = 1, 2, · · · , N .
The length of a header un is fixed, whilst the lengths of the
DUs v1,v2, · · · ,vN are varied. More concretely, one of the
K elements in the set {L0, L1, · · · , LK−1} is assigned to the
length of a DU un.

Hence, there are a total of KN permutations with repetition
in the arrangement of K lengths into a group of N DUs.
We utilise these permutations to deliver extra application-layer
data and, thus, the number of bits in the PBDU is given by

Te = N log2K. (1)

That is, we have Te extra application-layer data bits conveyed
by a permutation-based encapsulation, in addition to the data
encapsulated directly into the group of N DUs with K various
lengths.

Elaborating slightly further, our permutation-based encap-
sulation divides the application-layer data into two parts, for
the delivery via a group of DUs. The first part is the PBDU,
composed of Te bits, which is mapped onto the permutation
of assigning K lengths to the DUs v1,v2, · · · ,vN in this
group. The second part of application-layer data is encapsu-
lated into these DUs by adding the headers u1,u2, · · · ,uN
in a conventional way and physically delivered through the
network interface. Note that, the lengths of the DUs vn,
n = 1, 2, · · · , N , are prescribed by the PBDU.

TABLE II
16 PERMUTATIONS OF 4 DU LENGTHS FOR A GROUP OF 2 DUS.

Permutation ] PBDU DU ] DU Length

0 0000 1
2

L0

L0

1 0001 1
2

L0

L1

2 0010 1
2

L0

L2

3 0011 1
2

L0

L3

4 0100 1
2

L1

L0

5 0101 1
2

L1

L1

6 0110 1
2

L1

L2

7 0111 1
2

L1

L3

8 1000 1
2

L2

L0

9 1001 1
2

L2

L1

10 1010 1
2

L2

L2

11 1011 1
2

L2

L3

12 1100 1
2

L3

L0

13 1101 1
2

L3

L1

14 1110 1
2

L3

L2

15 1111 1
2

L3

L3

PCDU ℬ(𝑝)
[ 𝑇e bits ]

Conventional Data Units
[ 𝑇c bits ]

𝐯1 𝐯2 𝐯3 𝐯𝑁⋯
Assigning various DU lengths

𝐿0 𝐿1⋯ 𝐿𝐾−1

𝐯1 𝐯2 𝐯3 𝐯𝑁𝐮1 𝐮2 𝐮3 𝐮𝑁⋯TCP/UDP Header added

𝐬1 𝐬2 𝐬3 ⋯ 𝐬𝑁Packet delivered over Network Interface

Application-Layer Data

Fig. 2. The permutation-based encapsulation at the transport layer of a
communication link.

The permutation-based encapsulation of application-layer
data into a transmission over the network interface is presented
in Fig. 2. Herein, the PBDU of the pth permutation is
calculated using B(p), where B(·) stands for a Te-bit binary
coded decimal function, and p = 0, 1, · · · ,KN − 1.

In principle, congestion control within the TCP and UDP
determine the total amount of data delivered in a connection,
i.e., meta-data plus application-layer data. Specifically, the
information field ‘window’ in a TCP header indicates the
window size of a connection [5], denoted by Fs, which
prescribes the number of bytes that the receiver is prepared
to receive at the moment. The congestion control in the UDP
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is not managed by a ‘window’ but limited by the receiver’s
buffer size, which specifies the total amount of data to be
transmitted [6]. Moreover, as the length of a TCP or UDP
header un is fixed, the maximum DU length, denoted by Lmax,
can be directly inferred from the ‘TCP Length or UDP Length’
field in Fig. 1, where the maximum packet-length is 28 − 1
bytes [5], [6].

B. PBDU Maximisation

Based on a given window size Fs and a given maximum
DU length Lmax, the number of bits in the PBDU, Te, can
be maximised through the optimal design with the number of
DUs, N , and the number of DU lengths, K, in a permutation
group.

For a permutation-based encapsulation of application-layer
data into a group of N DUs, the K lengths L0, L1, · · · , LK−1

are varied and the probability that the kth length Lk occurs
in the encapsulation is denoted by γk, k = 0, 1, · · · ,K −
1. Therefore, the mean length of a DU within this group is
obtained by

L̄ =

K−1∑
k=0

γkLk. (2)

In practice, the various DU lengths can be set to an arith-
metic sequence of Lk = M + kC bits, k = 0, 1, · · · ,K − 1,
where the initial term M is the shortest DU length, and C is
the common difference of successive lengths. Both M and C
are natural numbers.

Without loss of generality, the lengths M,M+C, · · · ,M+
(K − 1)C are assumed to occur in the encapsulation at the
same probability of γk = 1/K, ∀k ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,K−1}. Thus,
the mean length of a DU within this group, in the unit of [bits],
is expressed as

L̄ = M +
(K − 1)C

2
. (3)

As shown in Fig. 2, the header un, of length LH bits,
is added to encapsulate the DU vn in a packet sn, n ∈
{1, 2, · · · , N}, which generates a part of the frame payload
to be physically transmitted through the network interface.
Since the total amount of meta-data plus application-layer data
encapsulated in the N packets is bounded by the window size
of a connection, i.e., Fs bits, we have N(LH + L̄) 6 Fs.

Furthermore, the limitation on the maximum DU length is
Lmax, expressed as M + (K − 1)C 6 Lmax.

As such, the maximisation of the number of bits in the
PBDU can be formulated as the optimisation problem of

T ∗
e = max

N,K
N log2K (4)

subject to 0 6 N(LH +M + (K − 1)C/2) 6 Fs (4a)
2 6 K 6 (Lmax −M)/C + 1, (4b)

where T ∗
e denotes the maximum number of bits in the PBDU.

The constraints (4a) and (4b) are conditioned by the window
size and the maximum DU length, respectively, indicated in
the TCP or UDP header.

Based on (4a), we have

N 6
2Fs

2(LH +M) + (K − 1)C
. (5)

Upon substituting (5) into (4), we arrive at

Te 6
2Fs log2K

2(LH +M) + (K − 1)C
, φ(K). (6)

Obviously, Te achieves its maximum in the condition that

dφ(K)

dK
= 0 (7)

for (4b). More specifically, this condition is rewritten as

2(LH +M) + (K − 1)C

K ln 2
− C log2K = 0 (8)

for K ∈ [2, (Lmax −M)/C + 1].
Given M and C, the optimal number of DU lengths in a

permutation group, K∗, to maximise the number of bits in the
PBDU, Te, is the solution to the following equation:

K(lnK − 1) =
2(LH +M)

C
− 1 (9)

within the interval [2, (Lmax−M)/C+1]. With a notation for
the constant A := 2(LH +M)/C − 1, the solution to (9) is
obtained by

K∗ =
A

W(0, A/e)
, (10)

where e is the Euler’s number, and W(0, x) is the 0th branch
of the Lambert’s W function [31]. Note that K∗ has to be an
integer and it is preferably a power of two.

Subsequently, the optimal number of DUs in the permuta-
tion group, N∗, is expressed as

N∗ =
2Fs

CK∗ lnK∗ . (11)

As a result, the maximum number of bits in the PBDU is

T ∗
e =

2Fs

(C ln 2)K∗ , (12)

with the optimal design presented in (10) and (11). In detail,
if the window size Fs is given, the optimal design relies on
varying K∗ lengths L0, L1, · · · , LK∗−1 in a group of N∗ DUs,
to convey the maximum number of bits in the PBDU, T ∗

e .
In Fig. 3, T ∗

e is depicted as a function of the shortest DU
length M , where various settings of the header length LH, the
common difference C and the window size Fs are investigated.
As is shown in this figure, T ∗

e is reduced with the increase in
LH, M or C. The main reason behind this can be found from
(5), which indicates that a larger LH, M or C leads to a smaller
N , hence causing a smaller T ∗

e . Furthermore, comparing Figs.
3(a) and 3(b), we may find that T ∗

e is rising upon increasing
Fs, which is revealed by (12) as well.
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(a) Window Size Fs = 6× 104 bytes
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(b) Window Size Fs = 2× 104 bytes

Fig. 3. The maximum number of bits in the PBDU, T ∗
e , versus the shortest

DU length M .

C. Resource Utilisation Efficiency

In general, it is assumed that the delivery of a single bit
within a frame requires a resource unit of the physical channel
use. Thus, a permutation-based frame of Fs bits to be physi-
cally delivered through the network interface needs Fs channel
uses at the physical layer. The resource utilisation efficiency of
the permutation-based encapsulation is formulated by the total
number of application-layer data bits in the PBDU plus those
in the conventional DUs conveyed through a single channel
use unit at the physical layer, which is characterised as

ER =
T ∗
e +NL̄

Fs
=

log2K
∗ + L̄

LH + L̄

=
log2K

∗ +M + (K∗ − 1)C/2

LH +M + (K∗ − 1)C/2
.

(13)

Given the header length LH, the resource utilisation efficiency
ER is not influenced by the window size Fs, but determined

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

1.1

Fig. 4. The resource utilisation efficiency ER versus the shortest DU length
M .

by the shortest DU length M and the common difference of
successive lengths, C.

In Fig. 4, the resource utilisation efficiency ER is plotted
as a function of the shortest DU length M , where various
settings of LH and C are investigated. This figure reveals that
ER decreases as LH increases, as governed by (13).

From (13), we may find that ER < 1 when log2K
∗ < LH

and ER > 1 when log2K
∗ > LH, which is reflected in Fig. 4

as well. Moreover, upon increasing M or C, ER is improved
in the former condition of LH > log2K

∗, but reduced in the
latter condition of LH 6 log2K

∗.

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, the performance of our permutation-based
encapsulation is evaluated in terms of its goodput, latency,
physical-layer throughput and secrecy rate for typical TCP and
UDP packet structures in the IoT.

The TCP header length ranges from 20 bytes to 60 bytes [5]
and the UDP header consists of 8 bytes [6]. In a TCP header,
the maximum window size defined by [5] is Fs = 65535 bytes,
which can be increased up to 65535 × 16384 bytes through
the window scale option. For the UDP, Fs is determined by
the receiver’s buffer size. Besides, the packet length specified
in both the TCP header and the UDP header is capable
of identifying 65535 lengths in bytes, as shown in Fig. 1.
The parameters set for our performance analysis are listed in
Table III.

TABLE III
TCP AND UDP PARAMETERS.

Parameter Variable Protocol Value Unit

Window Size Fs
TCP 6 × 104

bytes
UDP 8000

Header Length LH
TCP

20

bytes60

UDP 8
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Fig. 5. The optimal number of DU lengths, K∗ in (10), and the optimal
number of DUs, N∗ in (11), versus the shortest DU length M .

For permutation-based transmissions, the shortest DU length
M varies from 100 to 1000 bits, and the common difference
of successive lengths is set to 1 byte, i.e., C = 8 bits. Given
these settings, the optimal number of DU lengths, K∗ in (10),
and the optimal number of DUs within the permutation group,
N∗ in (11), are plotted in Fig. 5.

A. Goodput Gain

In a permutation-based encapsulation, the total number of
application-layer data bits transmitted over conventional DUs
vn, n = 1, 2, · · · , N , through the network interface can be
calculated using

Tc = NL̄, (14)

which is equal to the goodput in a conventional transmission.
The mean length of a conventional DU, L̄, is given by (3).
With the optimal design given by (10), we have

L̄ = M +
C

2

(
A

W(0, A/e)
− 1

)
. (15)

Therefore, the number of application-layer data bits in total,
i.e., the bits in the PBDU plus those in the conventional DUs,
delivered within a permutation-based encapsulation is Te+Tc,
where the maximum number of bits in the PBDU, T ∗

e , is given
by (12).

The goodput gain attained by a permutation-based encap-
sulation, denoted by ηG, is formulated by the ratio of the
extra goodput conveyed by the permutation to the goodput
in a conventional transmission, i.e.,

ηG =
T ∗
e

Tc
=

log2K
∗

L̄
, (16)

where K∗ is given by (10) and L̄ is given by (15).
In Fig. 6, the goodput gain ηG is depicted as a function

of the shortest DU length M , where ηG increases with
the reduction of header length LH. More specifically, the
permutation-based design will fully benefit from the efficient

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
0.4%

0.7%

1%

1.3%

1.6%

1.9%

2.2%

2.5%

Fig. 6. The goodput gain ηG versus the shortest DU length M .

utilisation of meta-data. Further, ηG increases upon decreasing
M , which implies that the permutation of shorter DU lengths
is preferred by the permutation-based encapsulation in terms
of goodput gain.

B. TCP Latency and UDP Packet-Dropping

The latency in a TCP network mainly results from retrans-
missions and excessive traffic load, both of which can be
mitigated by the permutation-based encapsulation. In contrast,
as the UDP is often adopted by time-sensitive applications, it
prefers to drop packets rather than wait for delayed packets
in retransmissions [6]. Nevertheless, within particular applica-
tions that aim for ultra-reliable transport, the UDP is required
to accommodate retransmissions [30].

As shown in Fig. 2, the application-layer data in the PBDU
is not physically transmitted in the conventional way but
conveyed by the permutation of various DU lengths, which
guarantees the successful delivery of (Te + Tc) bits via the
physical transmission of Tc bits. Thus, the PBDU contributes
to the reduction of both the traffic load and the retransmission
requirements in the TCP as well as to the reduction of dropped
packets in the UDP.

From a long-term perspective, the retransmission chance,
the data transfer rate, and the network congestion state are
consistent in a TCP network. Consequently, the ratio of the
latency with permutation-based encapsulation to the conven-
tional transmission latency, denoted by ηL, can be calculated
using

ηL =
Tc

Te + Tc
=

L̄

log2K
∗ + L̄

, (17)

which is equivalent to the ratio of the packet-dropping chance
in a UDP network using the permutation-based encapsulation
to that in the conventional UDP transmission.

In Fig. 7, the TCP latency or UDP packet-dropping ratio
ηL is plotted versus the shortest DU length M , where ηL de-
creases with the reduction of header length LH. Moreover, ηL
decreases upon decreasing M . Since smaller ηL means lower
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Fig. 7. The latency or packet-dropping ratio ηL versus the shortest DU length
M .

TCP latency or less UDP packets dropped in the permutation-
based transmission, the utilisation of shorter header and the
permutation of shorter DU lengths are preferred for reducing
the latency or packet-dropping chance.

C. Physical-Layer Throughput

For the delivery of packets over the network interface, the
overhead has to be added to a frame, including the preamble,
the frame header and trailer, used for channel estimation, flow
control and error detection/correction.

Herein, the physical-layer throughput is formulated as the
effective application-layer data rate per channel use at the
physical layer, in the unit of [bits/channel use]. We re-
mark that the effective application-layer data excludes the
TCP/UDP headers at the transport layer and the overhead
at the physical layer. Assuming that the overhead of each
frame is composed of OH bits, the physical-layer throughput
with the permutation-based encapsulation, denoted by Rpbt,
is calculated as

Rpbt =
Te + Tc
OH + Fs

log2(1 + ρ), (18)

and that of the conventional transmission, denoted by Rcon, is
expressed as

Rcon =
Tc

OH + Fs
log2(1 + ρ), (19)

where ρ is the signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) at the
physical layer, and the window size is Fs = NLH + Tc.

In Fig. 8, the physical-layer throughput is plotted as a func-
tion of the shortest DU length M to compare the permutation-
based TCP and UDP transmissions with conventional ones,
where the overhead of each frame has OH = 15 bytes. As
shown in this figure, both the transmission with permutation-
based encapsulation and the conventional transmission achieve
higher physical-layer throughput upon increasing M . The
main reason behind this is that the meta-data size of (OH +
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Fig. 8. The physical-layer throughput comparisons between the permutation-
based encapsulation and the conventional transmission, with the frame over-
head OH = 15 bytes.

NLH) is comparable to the payload size of Tc = NL̄ in short
packets and higher resource utilisation efficiency is achieved
by longer packets. Moreover, the physical-layer throughput
with the permutation-based encapsulation is always higher
than that of the conventional transmission, thanks to the extra
Te bits conveyed by PBDU, which can be found from the
comparison between (18) and (19) as well. However, the
physical-layer throughput gain attained by the permutation-
based encapsulation over the conventional transmission is
reduced as M increases, mainly because the goodput gain
attained by the permutation-based encapsulation over the
conventional one decreases upon increasing M , as shown in
Fig. 6.
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D. Secrecy Rate

As a promising information-source-based solution to the
physical-layer security, the physical-layer secret key can be
generated by varying the bit-to-symbol mapping patterns in
line with instantaneous channel quality indicator (CQI) of the
legitimate link [26], [27]. Inspired by this solution, varying
the PBDU mapping patterns according to the legitimate CQI
will be exploited to further enhance the security. If there
are P = KN permutations, the number of PBDU mapping
patterns is P ! = P × (P − 1) × · · · × 1, i.e., the factorial
of P . In the example introduced by Table II, there are 16
permutations and, thereby, 16! mapping patterns for PBDU.
The qth mapping pattern of the PBDU is denoted by Mq ,
where q ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 16!}. The PBDU mapping pattern elab-
orated in Table II can be regarded as the first one, denoted by
M1 : ]p→ B(p), p = 0, 1, · · · , 15. Another mapping pattern,
e.g., the ith one, can be expressed as Mi : ]p→ B(p+ i− 1
mod 16), p = 0, 1, · · · , 15, i = 2, 3, · · · , 16.

In a time division duplex connection, the CQI is not
transmitted during the handshake between the transmitter and
the receiver, as the channel reciprocity allows them to exploit
each other’s CQI. Hence, eavesdroppers cannot access the
legitimate CQI through wiretapping, and they can never make
decisions on the bits in the PBDU even if searching through
all possible mapping patterns in a brute-force way, because
they have no basis to choose the correct mapping pattern
for their decisions. If an eavesdropper adheres to a single
mapping pattern of the PBDU, statistically speaking it may
correctly recover 1/P of the bits in the PBDU, but cannot
recognise which bits are correctly recovered in the long run.
As such, the secrecy rate with the CQI-mapped permutation-
based encapsulation can be formulated by

RS,pbt =
(KN − 1)Te
KN (OH + Fs)

Ct +RS,con, (20)

where Ct is the achievable data rate over the legitimate link,
and

RS,con =
Tc

OH + Fs
Ct (21)

denotes the secrecy rate of a conventional CQI-mapped trans-
mission.

In Fig. 9, the secrecy rate with the CQI-mapped
permutation-based encapsulation, RS,pbt in (20), is com-
pared with that of the conventional CQI-mapped transmission,
RS,con in (21), over a fading channel using BPSK modulation.
In this case, Ct is the achievable data rate of a BPSK system,
calculated using

Ct = 1− 1

2
Eµ
{
Ew
{

log2

(
1 + e−

2µ2+2µw

σ2

)
+ log2

(
1 + e−

2µ2−2µw

σ2

)}}
,

(22)

where w ∼ N (0, σ2) denotes the additive white Gaussian
noise and µ ∼ N (0, 1) denotes the channel fading. As shown
this figure, the secrecy rate of CQI-mapped transmissions
with both permutation-based and conventional encapsulations
is improved as the shortest DU length M increases. However,
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Fig. 9. Secrecy rate comparisons of CQI-mapped transmissions, between the
permutation-based and conventional encapsulations, in a fading channel using
BPSK modulation.

the secrecy rate gain attained by the permutation-based encap-
sulation over the conventional one is reduced upon increasing
M .

IV. DESIGN GUIDELINES

Based on the above performance analysis, tangible design
guidelines are provided for our permutation-based encapsula-
tion applied in practical scenarios, especially within the IoT.

A. Performance

Typically, two kinds of performance measurement are used
to assess a design: its relative performance and its absolute
performance. The former is used for quantifying the perfor-
mance gain achieved by a design against its peers, and the
latter is used for assessing the design’s performance in given
settings.
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As shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9, the performance gain
attained by the permutation-based encapsulation over the con-
ventional one, in the metrics of goodput, latency, physical-
layer throughput and CQI-mapped secrecy rate, increases upon
decreasing the DU lengths. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 5,
the number of DUs in the permutation group is rising as
the DU lengths decrease. Explicitly, the relative performance
of the permutation-based encapsulation is improved by the
permutation over a large number of shorter DU lengths.

Therefore, in comparison with the conventional encapsula-
tion, the permutation-based scheme is particularly preferred
in the IoT, where massive packets are exchanged between the
gateways and the DU in each packet is very short.

When it comes to the absolute performance attained, Figs.
8 and 9 demonstrate that both the physical-layer throughput
and the CQI-mapped secrecy rate of the permutation-based
transmission is improved with the increase in the DU lengths.
The main reason behind this is that, if the header length
obeys LH > log2K

∗, the resource utilisation efficiency of the
permutation-based encapsulation is improved upon increasing
the DU lengths, as shown in Fig. 4 and (13).

Consequently, the tradeoff between the relative performance
and the absolute performance has to be taken into account in
the permutation-based design.

B. Complexity

The delivery of PBDUs in permutation-based transmissions
does not affect the computational complexity in the physical
layer.

As shown in Fig. 1, the TCP or UDP packet length is an
explicit quantity in the header and it can be confirmed by
the actual packet length as well. Owing to these twin-fold
information matches, the PBDU can be successfully recovered
in the transport layer as long as the recovery of the data
delivered in conventional DUs passes the cyclic redundancy
check (CRC) in a frame.

Compared with the conventional transmission regime, the
payload is reduced in the permutation-based encapsulation
and, accordingly, the computational complexity in the physical
layer is reduced for the delivery of the same amount of
application-layer data.

C. Compatibility

Our permutation-based encapsulation may flexibly coexist
with the conventional encapsulation of application-layer data
in the transport layer [5], by using a single bit of the ‘reserved’
field in the TCP or UDP header to indicate whether the
permutation-based or the conventional encapsulation is being
executed.

To further improve the robustness of permutation-based
transmissions, the CRC can be applied to the PBDU as well,
which will guarantee a better recovery of the PBDU.

V. AN IMPLEMENTATION IN INTERNET OF VEHICLES

In this section, an implementation of the permutation-based
encapsulation is introduced in the Internet of vehicles, to

Fig. 10. An Internet of vehicles.

further demonstrate the merits it brings to the transport layer
in practical applications.

An Internet of vehicles scenario is shown in Fig. 10, where
all the vehicles are driverless [32]. Consider eight typical
signaling formats designed for enhancing safety, navigation,
and traffic control in the Internet of vehicles [33], [34], as
listed in Table IV.

• Emergency: If there is an emergency in the road, e.g., a
pedestrian appears suddenly, the front vehicle has to take
an immediate action, e.g., stop, and inform the following
vehicles of the emergency.

• Lane change: If a vehicle intends to change lanes, it has
to inform the vehicles around it of its destination lane.

• Path selection: A vehicle has to be informed of the path
selection when approaching a junction.

• Road condition: The front vehicle has to inform the
following vehicles of the road conditions, e.g., uneven
surfaces and slopes.

• Traffic Condition: A vehicle has to be informed of the
traffic condition in the road ahead, based on which it
will adjust the velocity.

• Deceleration: A vehicle has to inform the vehicles behind
it if intending to decelerate.

• Acceleration: A vehicle has to inform the vehicles in front
and behind it if intending to accelerate.

• Obstacle: The front vehicle has to inform the following
vehicles of the obstacle it has detected in its perception
region.

In Table IV, the signaling type is indicated by the first
three bits in the signaling payload, which are contained by the
PBDU in our permutation-based encapsulation and conveyed
by the various payload length. Compared with the conven-
tional encapsulation, these signaling payloads are significantly
reduced by mapping the PBDU onto the payload length, which
is shown in the fourth column of Table IV.

Furthermore, the overall signaling latency in the Internet
of vehicles is investigated. As shown in Table IV, the mean
length of a signaling payload using our permutation-based
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TABLE IV
TYPICAL SIGNALING PAYLOAD FORMATS IN THE INTERNET OF VEHICLES.

Signaling Probability Payload PBDU reduction Description

Emergency 1/4 000 100% The emergency warning has the highest priority.

Lane Change 1/8 001 + 3-bit pattern 50% The 3-bit pattern indicates the vehicle’s destination lane.

Path Selection 1/8 101 + 4-bit pattern 42.9% The 4-bit pattern indicates the path information.

Road Condition 1/8 101 + 5-bit pattern 37.5% The 5-bit pattern indicates the road condition.

Traffic Condition 1/8 100 + 6-bit pattern 33.3% The 6-bit pattern indicates the traffic condition.

Deceleration 1/12 010 + 7-bit pattern 30% The 7-bit pattern indicates the deceleration rate.

Acceleration 1/12 010 + 8-bit pattern 27.3% The 8-bit pattern indicates the acceleration information.

Obstacle 1/12 011 + 2-byte pattern 15.8% The 2-byte pattern indicates the obstacle’s location and size.

encapsulation is

L̄pbt =
1

8
× (3 + 4 + 5 + 6) +

1

12
× (7 + 8 + 16)

= 4.83 bits, (23)

and that in the conventional encapsulation is

L̄con =
1

4
× 3 +

1

8
× (6 + 7 + 8 + 9) +

1

12
× (10 + 11 + 19)

= 7.83 bits. (24)

Consequently, the ratio of the overall payload latency in
permutation-based encapsulation to the conventional payload
latency in the Internet of vehicles is given by

L̄pbt

L̄con
= 0.62. (25)

Since a UDP/IP header can be compressed into two bytes
through the Robust Header Compression (ROHC) for further
reducing the overhead [35], the header length in the Internet of
vehicles is set to LH = 16 bits. Thus, the ratio of the overall
signaling latency in permutation-based encapsulation to the
conventional signaling latency in the Internet of vehicles is
obtained by

ηL =
16 + L̄pbt

16 + L̄con
= 0.87. (26)

As a result, the overall signaling latency of our permutation-
based encapsulation is reduced by 13% in comparison to the
conventional signaling latency, within the Internet of vehicles
under study.

VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

A novel transport-layer design, referred to as permutation-
based encapsulation, was proposed in this paper for the IoT,
where the permutation associated with the legitimate tuple of
various lengths in a group of DUs was exploited to convey
an extra amount of application-layer data. The number of
bits in the PBDU was formally maximised by explicating an
optimisation problem and the resource utilisation efficiency
was analysed. To further characterise the performance of
permutation-based transmissions, their goodput gain, latency
ratio, physical-layer throughput and secrecy rate were for-
mulated and investigated for typical TCP and UDP packet

structures in the IoT. Based on our investigations, tangible
design guidelines were developed for practical applications.

Although the proposed encapsulation strategy substantially
improves the goodput by reducing the payload in the IoT,
the overhead arising from meta-data limits the advantage
of our permutation-based design to a certain degree, as it
does in conventional transmissions. Thus, the minimisation of
overhead format and the efficient encoding of meta-data still
need further research for enhancing the IoT performance with
the aid of our permutation-based encapsulation.
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